POWERFUL 7 AMP MOTOR; 0 - 1,100 RPM & 0 - 4,500 BPM FOR DEMANDING APPLICATIONS

3-Mode Operation: “rotation only”, “hammering with rotation” or “hammering only” for Multiple Applications

Ergonomic D-shaped Handle with Rubberized Soft Grip for Increased Comfort and Control

One-touch Sliding Chuck Allows for Quick Bit Changes

Built-in Torque Limiter Ensures Stable Torque Control

Model HR2475
Model HR2475

1” ROTARY HAMMER

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Powerful 7 AMP motor; 0 - 1,100 RPM & 0 - 4,500 BPM for demanding applications
- 3-mode operation: “rotation only”, “hammering with rotation” or “hammering only” for multiple applications
- Ergonomic D-shaped handle with rubberized soft grip for increased comfort and control
- One-touch sliding chuck allows for quick bit changes
- Built-in torque limiter ensures stable torque control
- “No hammering when idling” function ensures extra-low vibration under no load
- Extended service life of carbon brushes
- Recessed Lock-on button for continuous use
- Reversed mode for user convenience
- 40 different but angle settings for increased convenience

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

- Side handle (158057-6)
- Depth gauge (324219-0)
- Plastic tool case (824695-3)

SPECIFICATIONS

| Capacities: | Concrete 1” | Steel 1/2” |
| No load speed | 0 - 1,100 RPM |
| Blows per minute | 0 - 4,500 |
| Impact energy | 2.7 J |
| AMPS | 7.0 |
| Bit type | SDS-PLUS |
| Overall length | 16.7” |
| Net weight | 6.2 lbs. |
| Shipping weight | 11.9 lbs. |
| UPC code | 088381-603508 |

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Thruster® Carbide-Tipped Bits

- Thruster style carbide tip penetrates on contact and plows through rebar
- Thruster style reinforced ground flute for efficient dust removal
- Dynamic chisel shaped head keeps bit in contact with the material at all times
- Available individually, 5/pk and 25/pk
- From 5/32” to 1” diameter

Hammer Steel

- Designed for long lasting performance
- Strength and surface hardness maximize life
- Available in Bull Point, Flat Chisel, Scaling Chisel and Floor Scraper

Makita offers a wide variety of Rotary Hammer accessories. For a complete listing, please refer to the Makita General Catalog, visit our website at makitatools.com, or call 1-800-4MAKITA.

All specifications subject to change without prior notice. All models and accessories subject to stock on hand.
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